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 The purposes this study were to study the forms , contents, and quality of 

tourism information media for supporting tourism in the south of the northeastern part of 

Thailand, and to study the connection of tourism in the neighboring countries. The 

samples of the study were tourist visiting all historical and natural tourist attractions in 

Buriram, Surin, and Ubonratchatani. The study found that most of the tourist attractions 

in the south of the northeastern part were historical attractions, especially stone castles 

which were located straggly across the area and were popular. Those attractions were 

Panomrung and Muangtam Stone Castles in Buriram, and Sikhorapoom Castle in Surin. 

The temple historical attraction was Nongpapong Temple in Ubonratchatani. The natural 

attractions were Phataem National Park and Sirindhorn Dam in Ubonratchatani. The 

other tourist attractions informed in Thailand Tourism Authority’s information media did 

not get much attention because they were difficult to access, lacked convenience and 

safety. The tourists stopped to visit some of them because those places were on the 

tourists ways to their destinations. Some places looking convenient would be the tourists 

rest area. 

 The majority of current tourism information media were produced by Thailand 

Tourism Authority and The Northeastern Tourism office Area 1 and Area 2. The others 

were minority of media and were produced by the provincial offices, tourism offices, 
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sports and recreational offices, national park offices, and sub-district administrative 

organizations. The printed media emphasized providing a lot of details and illustrating 

pictures of tourist attractions. For televisions, the details focused on providing festival 

seasons of each province but the time broadcasted was short. The information through 

radios of each province was presented in series and described by the local speakers. 

For most of the tourism VCDs, they were available at each tourist attractions. The details 

were descriptive document so they took time to watch. The results of the hypotheses 

testing revealed that all kinds of the tourism media were low standard. The media that 

was most interested in and attracted most of the tourists was television and the second 

attraction were newspaper and tourism handbook. For the means to develop tourism 

information media, traveling information, to connect tourism with the neighboring 

countries, the governmental working units relating to tourism of Thailand, Laos and 

Cambodia should make an agreement in making all forms of tourism information media 

together to offer useful information for tourism in the three countries and present in a 

variety of languages. Moreover, for the sake of information updating there should be 

linking of information from the tourism centers of each country through internet system. 

For tourism management, at the present time, there was the linkage of broadcasting 

through Mekhong Community Television Project among Laos, Cambodia, and China. 

Therefore, there was a good opportunity to present the tourism of each country and 

should construct the tourism cooperation center of each country to connect the tourism 

and execute the tourism attractions together. 

Problems of the tourists towards the tourism media were getting inadequate 

information from TV media, providing the information was not continuously, the picture 

illustrations were not interesting, the length of each road on the map was not specified, 

and the information was not updated. 

Some suggestions were the tourism information media should be reliable and 

ensured the tourists the impression after they had visited here. Producing the media 

should be congruent with the needs of the target groups who different styles of tourism. 

There should be meetings of different people from various workplaces who had the 
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responsibility in producing the media to specify the ideas about contents, forms, 

presentations, and outstanding points of the tourist attractions of each province. 
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